Enterprise Agility with Business Process Improvement
and Contextual Analytics facilitating quick, efficient,
and effective project management
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EyeAgile is an Agile Project Management solution that helps to plan, organize, track, and
deliver the project on time meeting the quality standards and within the budget. EyeAgile
architecture gives enterprise-level transparency and visibility across all phases of project
development, deployment, integration, and delivery. It is a simple, visual, and collaborative
platform to increase efficiency and drive productivity.

WHY CHOOSE US?
PROJECT PROGRESS AT A GLANCE

MOBILE SUPPORT

EyeAgile gives a comprehensive view of the project status at a glance, including the
user stories that need to be done, team member progress on a project, backlogs,
defects, detailed view of a task, discussion facility, user acceptance testing and
completion of tasks in percentage in the Kanban Board.

EyeAgile Mobile App for agile project management puts the power of management in
the mobile device. It features intuitive interface to allow the users track the status and
progress of the project while on the go. Mobile project management improves team
communication, easy access to tasks, drive innovation and coordinate in managing
complex projects.

ADVANCE ANALYTICS
Provides the analytics of all processes in an efficient manner, which ultimately
delivers actionable intelligence. Analytics provides quick ways for data exploration
and discovery through advanced statistics and analytics.

ORGANIZE PROJECT TO GET WORK DONE

BETTER COLLABORATION WITH TEAM
Facilitates clarity on the objectives and progress without long status meetings and
email threads. Task assignment and categorization have become easy by using the
tags. EyeAgile helps businesses respond quickly and ensure interactive collaboration
to achieve better result.

EyeAgile projects can be created in a better way to run the business ensuring the
quality is met. It offers support to JIRA and RallyDev file formats, performs open
integration, and scalable to support all types of requirements.

PLATFORM MODULES
Actionable Meeting – Set-up and configure an agreed agenda that enables in
monitoring and tracking multiple meetings in accordance with quality standards
Change Management– A structured approach to plan, schedule, implement and
track changes that need to be completed in a project
Collaboration– Generate new ideas, increase productivity, reduce project execution
time, and improve employee relations
Deployment, Scalability & Open Integration – Deployment support, meet the
functional and non-functional requirements and incorporate JIRA and Rally
Dev file formats

Strategic themes - Communication protocol between the enterprise and its solution
portfolios, driving innovation through a structured and collaborative strategic planning
process
Team Management – Track the teamwork and manage the project progress to maximize
team’s productivity, communication, and customer experience
Timesheet Management - Assess, estimate and observe how team is closely engaged
in various projects and time taken in completion of a task
Watchlist – Track and monitor information to allow users remain up-to-date and
increase pragmatic intelligence

Document Management– A centralized repository to easily organize and work on
critical documents of projects and maintaining the version

User Management – Manage users and roles in a project while assigning roles to
each user and given different permission.

Email Interfacing and Notifications – Better collaboration with the team and
notification to alert immediately to the team about new tasks

Value Stream – Delivers substantial benefits to the organization, including faster
learning, shorter time to market, higher quality, higher productivity and solutions.

Epic– Develop and implement projects in well-defined stages to assure success for
current technologies and business goals

Budget Management - Evaluate, optimize, and control all aspects of cost management
in a project to deliver the expected project goals

Idea management– Manages customer’s feedback, ideas, and suggestionto utilize
for innovation

Kanban Board - Visualize, control and optimize workflow and collaborate in real-time
with the entire team

Product Roadmap– Represents six months program increment (PI) milestone,
a roadmap includes committed confidence and visibility into deliverables of current
PI and forecast with medium confidence for next PI or two

Release Management - Manage, plan, schedule and control all stages of a project
development including testing and deploying software releases

Program and Portfolio management– Assess organization’s processes, interpret
key stakeholders’ requirements and establish a comprehensive plan
Project Management– Manage project scope, track and organize the tasks, and
manage the resources to enhance the team collaboration
Quality Management – Quality control, process automation, and reporting for
visibility to achieve success in a project lifecycle
Reporting & Analytics – Dynamic visualization of the tasks and project progress
and advance analytics for taking business decision.
Requirement Management - Effectively plan, orchestrate, and track requirements
for complex software’s, products, and embedded systems
SAFe 4.0 - SAFe (Scaled Agile Framework) assist leaders, managers, and executives
in applying SAFe for enterprise level Lean-Agile software and system development
Security - Integrates security to ensure every security risk is identified, assessed,
and managed effectively.

Resource Management - Plan, schedule, and allocate resources required for initiating
and executing a project and its phases.
Workflow Management – Manage team workflow and recurring processes with the
workflow automation for effective collaboration, communication, and workflow
management

BUSINESS BENEFITS
EyeAgile is an agile project management platform that brings all the aspects of a software development lifecycle together in an integrated fashion. The platform provides
real-time project intelligence thereby enabling multi-site team collaboration.

Delivers good product quality and provides higher customer
satisfaction

Gain insights into progress to accelerate delivery and manage
changing priorities

Brings a new level of transparency and keeps everything
in a single place

Reduces time to market and lowers the cost of rework

Boosts productivity and reduces operational costs

Dramatically decreases the need to rework tasks and lose
precious work time

Ensures visibility across the project lifecycle for improved
decision-making

Makes agile easier for the teams to improve adoption and increase
enterprise agility

Maximizes transparency and traceability of projects as well
as teams
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